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ABSTRACT

(Distribution Limitation Statement No. 2)

The usual approach to thermal shock fracture of crystalline material is the
classic quenching of an initially hot crystal by subjecting it to a rapid
cooling of its surroundlngs. A new approach can be obtained by the deposition
of internal energy directly into the crystal by electron bombardment in an
intense pulsed beam. If the sample thickness is chosen properly with respect
to the range of the incident electrons in the material, a quite uniform deposi-
tion takes place ir'rimizing the formation of shock waves. If the amount of
energy deposited is sufficient, thermal shock fracture of the crystal occu-s.
A series of experimental investigations has been made by using high-speed
photographic techniques. The results show values for crack initiation time
and for crack tip propagation velocities consistent with thermal shock fracture.
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ZECTION I

INTRODUCTION

The fracture of solids upon the passage of shock waves has revealed an

important new source of information about the fracture mechanisms and dynamic

properties of these solids. A shock wave passing through a solid can produce

fracture phenomena that can differ considerably from those produced under

quasistatic loading. As is mentioned by Kolsky and Rader (Ref. 1), shock wave

fracture differs from fracture produced under quasistatic loading in three

important ways.

(1) Under quasistatic loading, the fracture develops from the single

weakest point or flaw, and one consequently measures the tensile strength of

the weakest flaw. In fracture produced by shock waves, the failure can nucleate

at several points almost simultaneously as the shock wave passes.

(2) In brittle materials (such as silicon) the fracture almost invariably

is nucleated at surface flaws under quasistatic loading so that the bulk

tensile strength is closely related to the surface condition of the sample.

The passage of traveling shock waves through the sample allows (by proper

choice of sample shape) one to eliminate the role of the surface on the fracture

phenomena.

(3) The tensile strengths of many solids depend markedly on the time of

application of the stress and the duration of the stress pulse. Much is known

about the detailed fracture behavior from the quasistatic loading times, but,

for example, little is known about the rate effects on the tensile strength.

In the past few years cornsiderable effort has been expended in cztudying

the failure of materials under shock loading. Among these are che works of

Rinehart and Pearson (Ref 2), Schardin (Ref. 3), Berry (Ref. 4), a rd others

(Ref. 5).

Fracture can be caused by the formation of a tensile wave when the normal

shock compression wave interarrs with and is reflected from a free surface.

Schematically this is shown in figure 1. The compression wave is reflected

at the free surface to form a tensile wave. As this tensile wave then plogresses

back through the sample it interacts with defecte, which have lowered the local

|1
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S- st nr a t , -- ~ t% *$_ :- t~ tt !,att-te-- ev , -F re at e f a iIure cen te rs

acsd zrj,-is thrcfore propaa:t. If suffiCient en'*r.1 is not transferred fromI

:. 2 :ht Ztrect es~ter, *k.t ztacts a stcwp pr.-;a~gatian after th~e wave

=as pv*o r*mre ! rjttie M~e solid te less t-Is zessatOo of cracking

cxzre!sely -_rittie =.zterials lilke sin&Ze crYstza silizxn, catastrophic

cr~*~4 a~woccurs once a local tensile strenath has been surp'assed.

fcz-.re c- Also ccc-ur =6pr s;oc.k cmditi,ns in which there is no rpoving

z~prssicai h~~frmct. Thin 1i rht phenaevno of rhernal shock fracture.

ZThe*=a shcit f.-ac:z..e occurs whens an ini:ialir hot solid is rapidly quenched

t~tte rao!. coo!i.=' catnes the generaticr of tensile regions withtin the

ar-to ' :-- turn thee tensiies icteract vith defects to fom failure zones and

ai~wfractu.re tc -ccur. 'his is showcn schematically~ in ficure 2.

-%--e =et:d of studyalng therzal shock Ptreno=.ena is to, rapidly heat an

cdol 2oi. o Igh temperature. Thus, the solid suddenly

f itn~i f at a higher interna: temprature than its voliz~e should allow and

45 et -trv in a higniv ccm-ressedJ state. As this internal cc feession is

~ii'.~dtenrs~ie -Wa-ves" are formed in. the solid and the process of failure

tha 7roceeds frect the IoCal detects. In the case of tE- st-dy of thercal

s z--c n :-f-gle cerstal silicon, these cefects ar. -~-,- nwrber and smaller
:n f-M ha uiti nonrcrVStajlineP or in - te'r Ic. T(apoe

prc-edre for tne unriform shock !;eating of -1rgle r s of silicon can be
:a~s on ca th. sudythe interaction of the defects rhthe tensile

"v-e"to ferm_ frzcture, and furtherm-ore on:. can then s:Ldvr the propagation

of : ese cracks.

.;he use of an electron bea= to deposit energy internally allows one to

study the ther--al shock fracture of smail samples under closely controlled

'1quenchinig" conditions. The penetrating characteristics of higib intensity

puised electron beams allaw one to study the thermal shock fa,.,.r ':r small

samples as well as the thermoelastic shock wave failure of thic~ , 7 samrpies.

To study the thcrm-al shock failure of single crystal silicon, on. must work

with thin s =ples of silicon such that the range of electrons is long with

respect to L.:.? thickness of thle sample. In this case, the deposited energ-, will

be relatively uniform over the t-hickness of th~e sample in the direction parallel

t:: the electron beam. if, in addition, the lateral dimensions of thle Sample

are chosen. so chat the filmx of the bear. across the sample is relativelv unife-mr,
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(a) (b)

Figure 2. Behavior of a Thermal Shock Pulse
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the deposition of electron energy will be relatively uniform throghout the

sample. This report presents the use of this technique to study crack forma-

tion and propagation in single crystal silicon.

In this report we would like tc present the first of a series of studies--

experimental and theoretical--into the thermal shock fracture of single crystal

silicon. To obtain accurate measurements of the time scales involved In the

thermal shock fracture of silicon, we have observed the fracture of a large

number of samples in a pulsed electron beam and have recorded these thermal

shock fractures photographically. Section II desrribes the experimental

techniques used; while Section III describes some of the results obtained.

This study is the first part of an intensive investigation into fracture

mechanisms. The experiments described in this paper are part of the experimental

approach aimed at forming a testing ground for the theoretical investigation

being performed concurrently.

5
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SECTION II

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The most obvious approach when seeking the details of a mechanical event of

microsecond time duration is that of high-speed photography. Because little is

known about the ;Rctual order of events of a thermal shock fracture in a pulsed

electron beam, the photographic approach seemed even more applicable because of

the wealth of inform&tion to be obtained. Several important characteristics of

the fracture such as fracture initiation time, crack-tip propagation velocity,

and shock formation characteristics could be measured quantitatively from the

film. This information along with the qualitative understanding gained from

viewing the film gives one a better understanding of the mechanics of the

fracture.

The experimertal arrangement is shown in figure 3. The source of the

pulsed electron beam is a commercially availale machine, the Febetron 705.*

The beam energy fluence is 20 cal/cm2 at our working point with the electron

energy spectrum having three predominant peaks at 2.2, 1.0, and 0.7 Mev. The

electron beam energy is delivered with a full width at half-maximum of 50 nano-

seconds. The beam delivered has an energy density that is uniform (within 10

percent) over a 2-cm diameter area at our working point.

The camera used for the principal part of this study was the Model 189

framing camera.** This camera v ;es a helium-driven rotating mirror that places

the image, in turn, in 25 separate lens systems. This camera is capable of

framing rates up to 4.2 million frames per second and delivers a sequence of

25 frames on conventional 35-mm film. The fact that the Model 189 is not a

continuous-writing camera governs the event-triggering sequence. As seen in

the schematic diagr-m of Oe experimental arrangement, figure 3, the camera

triggers the lighting system and a delay trigger amplifier, which in turn

triggers the electron beam. Consequently the complete event is initiated when

the turbine (mirror) of the camera has reached the vroper speed for the framing

rate desired. This method of event triggerlng gives a precise recoid of the

photographic exposure time and lapse time between exposures.

*Field Emission Corporation.

**Beckman and Whitley.
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A second camera has been used as a check and to achieve a bett-r time

resolution. This camera is an image converter camera,* which can deliver

three photographs with exposure times as short as 5 naoseconds with delays

between exposures as short as 50 nanoseconds. The photographs taken with this

caera supplement the information obtained with the Model 189 by increasing the

time resolution.

The silicon crystals used were n-type single crystals with polished surfaces.

The resistivity of the silicon used was 40 ohm-cm. After cutting to an approxi-

mate thickness of 0.5 mm, the surfaces were lapped and polished to remove the

gross damage incurred in sawing and to provide an optical surface on the

crystallographic plane of interest. The edges of the crystals were left rough

so that many cracks eventually nucleated near these defect concentrations.

The light source was an xenon-filled flash tube that was pulsed with a

silicon-controlled-rectifier (SCR) gated circuit. This light source consisted

of two flash tubes** that delive-ed a light pulse of 13 megalumens with a full

width at half maximum of 40 microseconds and a rise Lime to 90 percent of peak

output of 12 microseconds.

By placing the crystal sample in the electron beam in an orientation such

that the camera views the specular reflection of the light source, one can take

advantage of the optical lever technique to detect small changes in the surface

smoothness of the crystalline sample. This orientation has the advantage of

,-'lowing the use of lower speed films to record the event in a manner similar

to back-lit shadow photography. In the majority of the photographs, the film

used was Kodak Plus-X Panchromatic with an effective ASA film speed of 500,

while in some cases a special recording film Kodak 2485 could be pushed to

effective film speeds of apprsximately ASA 12,000 to record events when the

reflecting surface was not polished. The resolution was approximately 26 line,;/

mm with Plus-X and dropped to approximately 16 lines/mm at the highest speed

rating for Kodak 2485.

The recording framing rate found to be more desirable and most informative

was a rate of two frames per microsecond. At this framing rate, the exposure

time is 181 nanoseconds with a lapse time between frames of 319 nanoseconds

*TRW Instruments, Mode] 1D.

**General Electric, FT 220.

8
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giving, for 25 exposures, a total t'riting time of approximately 12.5 micro-

seconds. By timing the electron deposition to occur about 2 jisec after the

camera starts writing, one is left with about 10 Psec of recording time to

watch the initiation of cracks and their propagation across the crystal. It

was found that within 10 psec all of the cracks had been formed and the crystal

had begim to disintegrate.

The samples were suspended in the electron beam from a nylon mount. Nylon

vas chosen as the mounting material because it fluoresces strongly during the

electron pulse, thereby giving an optical time mark for the energy deposition.

The source of this strong fluorescence is a combination of Cerenkov radiation

from the electron beam and stimulated emission from the electron absorption.

This electrofluorescence has been discussed in detail elsewhere (Ref. 6). By

observing this light emission in the photographs, one is able to measure to a

reasonable degree of accuracy the time of energy deposition. This time is

then considered the reference time for all later measurements. By using

available data on the decay of the fluorescence, one cwt achieve an even more

precise measurement of the times involved. This. however, is beyond the scope

of the present work because of the lack of precision of other measurements,

most notably the crack length measurements.

9
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SECTION III

RESULTS

The most crucial test of the electron deposition technique for studying

thermal shock phenomena is whether the deposition is sufficiently uniform over

the sample volume to ensure that no shock waves are formed. If strong compres-

sional shock waves are formed by the deposition of the electrons, all study of

thermal shock fracture will be masked by propagating stress pulse. By using an

electron deposition code called ELTRAN, the deposition has been calculated to

be uniform within +12 Dercent over the 0.5-mm thickness of the silicon samples

used. The restrictions to the validity of this calculation in this application

occur because the technique underestimates long-range scattering and straggling

losses and neglects the effects of space-charge buildup.

The result of a typical electron deposition calculation is shown in figure

4. One can see that the energy is quite uniform over the thickness of the

sample and readily differs from the calculation of the energy deposition in a

thick sample of silicon as shown schematically in figure 5. it is clear that

the calculated initial conditions differ in the proper manner to give the

difference between thermal shock and ordinary shock fracture as discussed.

One would, however, expect some wave-like motion in the direction perpendicular

to the electron beam (radial) because the uniformity of the flux is somewhat

less than ideal. This conjecture is partially verified in the res'tlts to be

discussed below. Further experiments that define more accurately the correla-

tion between the state of thermal shock and ordinary shock have been completed.

These will be published at a later date.

If strong shocks are formed in the crystal, one can make an estimate of

the time of crack initiation. The sound velocity in single crystal silicon is

on the order of 10 mm/sec so that a sound wave can traverse the thickness of

the crystalline sample many times each microsecond and acoustic disturbances

normal to the beam axis can traverse the sample at least twice per microsecond.

Consequently, if the fracture is stress induced by a longitudinally traveling

shock wave, one would expect to see fracture initiation at extremely early

times. This is not generally the result according to our observations. In

10
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Figure 5. Electron Energy Deposition in a Thick Sample of Silicon
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most examples c.f thermal shock fractuce observed, the fracture initiated at

times near 2 to 3 microseconds after the deposition occurred.

A series of photographic recordings was made for each of approximately

150 samples tested. From this series, a wealth of observational information

about the fracture of single crystal silicon from thermoelastic pulaes was

obtained. Care must he taken not to draw excessively detailed conclusions

from the photographic results. As in figure 6 the photographs show the ir.ter-

section of the fracture and an exterior surface of the three-dimensional

sample. One can measure only the projection of the propagating crack on zhe

observed surface. Hcrever, it is clear that one can get limiting values for

quantities such as the crack tip propagation, velocity and crack initiation

Zime. A further limitation is the finite resolution of the optical system

involved. Thus the times meas_:ed from data similar to that shown in figure 6

are the times of appearance of the crack image on the photographic emulsion at

the resolution limit. The time measurements differ consequently from reality

by the time required for the crack to grow from nucleation to the discernabie

limit.

As in all high-speed photography with rotating mirror cameras, a shift of

the location of image on the film plane is seen. This shift is caused by the

finite moment arm between the reflection plane and the axis of rotation. This

effect is readily calculable from geometrical considerations, but this calcu!-

tion is unnecessary for the scope of this work because the magnification is

unaffected by the field shift.

Figures 7 and 8 show two more examples of the data recorded. The orienta-

tion of each crystal is given on the figure. In figure 8 an interesting crack

is seen to propagate irregularly from its nucleation center on the right edge

of the crystal. Along this crack a sm311 chip is seen to spall from. the main

crystal and oscillate as it moves away from the main crystal. This is seen as
a rapid change in the brightness of that chip.

Measurements of crack length have been made from these photographs. T%.,o

methods of measurement have been used. In the first, an isodensitv mapping of j
the photographic emulsion is made and measurements are taken from this mapping.

This method of measurement is obviously more accurate, but it is extremely
expensive to produce isodensity mappings. A second, more economical method

of measurement was made by using a traveling micrcneter eye-piece and low-power

13
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microscope to measure the cracks on the original rect'rding film. This method

is potentially as accurate as the first and much more convenient.

The reproducibility of the fracture initiation time and the crack-tip

propagation velocity was quite uniform over the series of samples studied.

Examples of the crack length versus time for a typical sampl.e are shown in

figure 9. As can be seen, the initial crack opening velocity is approximately

1.5 mm/sec as a measuted lower limit because of the temporal resolution. This

value can be low by as much as an order of magnitude because of the time resolu-

tion. The value obtained, however, probably exceeds the true crack propagation

velocity because of the geometrical projections involved. The fact that these

velocities are quite uniform and in the proper range of values seems to support

the theoretical crack propagation velocity, which should be approximately 0.3

cm/;sec (Ref. 7).

From the examples shown in figure 9 an apparently confusing situation

arises in which the cracks seem to shorten and then lengthen again. This

comes from the transmission of acoustic-like pulses through the radial dimen-

sions of the crystal causing the crack to open and close slightly. This

phenomenon is observed in almost all of the samples tested. A plausible

explanation of this opening and closing can be nad ',. L owking at the transit

times for accustic disturbances in samples of these dimensions. The acoustic

velocity in the silicon is approximately 1 cm/.se,_ at normal pressure, conse-

quently, in samples of 0.5-cm mean radial diameter, the periodic reinforcement

of radially traveling compressive waves will occur appro. *Tately every 1 micro-

second because the reinforcements will alternately be compressive and then

tensile. The typical periodicity of these oscillations observed is approxi-

mately as shown schematically in figure 10. One notices a gradual change in

the period after a few oscillations. This change may be caused by the relaxa-

tion of the crystal bulk and its effect on the acoustic velocitv. % -,'ore

detailed listing of some of the data outained in this series oi xperiments is

contained in the appendix.

A series of the photograph sequences has beet assembled into mution picture

form and is available from the author- This method of observing the cata

provides a new oualitative understanding of the processes involved in t:nermal

shock fracture.

17
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The observations of therm,,l shock fracture reported here differ from those

reported by Oswald et al. (Ref. 8) in that our samples were quite small compared

to the bear di-eter and were thin compared to the range o€ electrons in silicon

so that, as mentioned earlier, the deposition was quite nezrl'¢ uniform. In

the exoeri ents of Oswald et al., the eventual fracture of the single crystl

silicon was caused by the reinfarcene.t of radially moving stress pulses in a

large sample. 03-ald's samples were thicx enough to stop a major portion of

the bee and were relatively large so that the lateral nonuniformity of the

electron beam played an important role in the fracture.

The measurements .eported here ate the 6asis for more extensive work

presently in progress. This work is aimed toward a cle3rer definition of the

differences between thermal shock ad ordinary shock.

20
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APPENDIX

A PARTIAL TABULATION OF CRACK LENGTH DATA

Corrected crack lengths* (mm)

Sample No. 99 Electron beam at t 0
0

Size: 4.9 x 4.97 x 0.5 mm o

(usec) A B C
Framing rate: 1 frame/psec

4 2.2 0.73 1.16
Orientation: (100) 5 4.04 3.08 2.21

6 4.04 3.39 2.31
7 4.04 4.75 2.29
S 4.04 4.95 2.3

20 4.04 4.95 2.3

Sample Nn. 102 t +
0

Size: 4.9 x 4.94 x 0.5 mm (usec) A B

Framing rate: 1 frame/usec 5 0.98
6 2.29 0.67

Orientation: (100) 7 2.51 0.778 2.63 1.07

9 2.66 1.07

10 2.66 1.07
20 2.66 1.05

Sample No. 107 t +
0

Size: 4.7 x 4.8 x 0.5 iun (sec) A

4.0 0.9
Framing rate: 2 frames/psec 4.5 2.5

4.5 2.54

Orientation: (100) 5.0 2.93
5.5 2.93

8.0 2.99

Sample No. 130 t +
O0

Size: 4.5 x 4.7 x 0.5 mm ( Isec) A

1.0 0.75**
Framing rate: 2 frames/iisec 1.5 1.29

2.0 1.66

Orientation: (111) 9.5 1.73

*Corrected for apparent shortening of im,.ge due to perspective.
**Previously damaged. 21
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Corrected crack lengths* (rm)

Sample No. 131 Electron beam at to:

Size: 4.86 x 4.8 x 0.5 mm to+

Framing rate: 2 frameshsec (msec) A B

2.0 1.29 0.18

Orientation: (111) 2.5 1.54 0.79

3.0 1.54 0.81

3.5 1.54 1.14

9.5 1.54 1.14

S___le No. 135 to+

Size: 4.85 x 4.85 x 0.43 mm (psec) A B C D

1.0 0.46 1.1 0.0 0.82

Framing rate: 2 frames/usec 3.5 0.89 1.12 00 0.62
4.0 0.73 1.13 0.0 0.94

Orientation: (111) 4.5 0.74 1.14 0.15 0.91

5.0 0.72 1.15 0.16 0.98

5.5 0.71 1.16 0.4 0.77

6.0 0.86 1.14 0.38 0,94
6.5 0.92 1.22 0.51 1.09
8.0 0.93 1.22 0.51 1.08

Sample No. 140 t +
(pisec) B C E J

Size: 2.67 x 3.06 x 0.5 mm

1.0 0.0

Framing rate: 2 frameshsec 1.5 0.57 0.5

2.0 0.6 0.0 0.54 0.79

Orientation: (111) 2.5 0.68 0.0 0.9 0.97

3.0 0.72 0.09 0.7 0.71

3.5 0.59 0.12 1.23 1.31

4.0 0.56 0.0 1.22 0.0 ?

4.5 0.55 0.24 1.1 1.23

5.0 0.63 0.0 1.31 0.95

5.5 0.63 0.19 1.3 0.89

6.0 0.59 0.24 1.18 0.65

6.5 0.61 0.24 1.36 1.09

7.0 0.67 0.24 1.3 1.07

7.5 0.65 0.24 1.48 1.02

*Corrected for apparent shortening of image due to pcrspective.
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.orrected crack lengths* (mm)

Sample No. 142 Electron beam at t 0o

Size: 2.27 x 2.98 x 0.5 mm t +
0

Frming rate: 2 frames/psec (usec) A B C

Orientation: (111) 1.0 0.28 0.0 0.0
1.5 0.1 0.0 0.0

2.0 1.03 0.33 0.15
2.5 1.06 0.55 0.54
3.0 1.02 0.71 0.94
3.5 1.33 0.71 0.9
4.0 1.1 0.74 1.52

4.5 1.18 0.74 0.88
5.0 1.26 0.74 1.52
5.5 0.97 0.74 1.34
6.0 1.2 0.74 1.58
6.5 1.4 0.74 1.01
7.0 1.24 0.74 1.44
7.5 1.25 0.74 1.55
8.0 1.24 0.74 1.54

*Corrected for apparent shortening of image due to perspective.
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(Dstrlbsdmn Limitation statens No. 2)
;'Lle usual approach tv theuyal *hock fractm of crystalline emertil Is the casic

quindking of an initialy hot crystal by subjoctlags It to a rapid cooiag of its
surroundings. A a pfroach can be abcaLbed by the deos.iion of Internal iergy
directly into the crystal by electroni bomardnet Is am Intense pulsed beas. If the
saiple thickness Is chosen properly with respect to the range oif the iseideat ejec-
tros in the material, a quite undfot deposi:Ion taies place. ilsz the formar-
tion of shock waves. If the mcun of ewergy dep~osited~ Is s~ifficlest. thema! shock
fracture of the crystal occurs. A series cf expera3nteIl esia i~ na boef
by using high-speed '-hotographic tchnxiques. The resultzs show vaws -;or Crack
initiation tiae and for crack tip prapagatioc velocities consister:! .. :mrvzal sh
fracture.
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